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Abstract

 The recent advent and development of the “ownership economy” (products and services
built, operated, and owned by their users), made possible by the blockchain and distributed
ledger technology innovations, is turning the traditional finance world upside-down. The
combined addition of frameworks like Decentralised Autonomous Organisations (DAOs) and
the investment world established bridges with the blockchain space offers a unique set of
opportunities to redesign fundraising practices for digital assets (fungible and non-fungible
tokens). Impahla, a community-owned start-up fundraising and NFT launchpad ecosystem,
aims to define a new standard.

Our core mission is to help start-ups, associations, creators and distributed ledger
technology-related projects raise funds in return for fungible and non-fungible tokens of
various types in the most secure way and provide unconstrained access to novice investors
for which current tooling is complex to navigate (thus excluding them from such innovative
opportunities). We solve many fundraising and security inefficiencies compared with
first-generation decentralised launchpads and traditional finance fundraising platforms, in
addition to providing a single platform that caters for end-to-end lifecycle management of
both fungible and non fungible tokens. Our algorithms for price discovery, fair access
allocation, and aftermarket allocation take advantage of the latest distributed ledger
technology to create a better experience for all participants. Our platform enables
participants (founders/creators and investors) to access a suite of decentralised interactive
tools pre-and post-launch to facilitate exchanges at all stages of the projects (due diligence,
governance, communications forums, secondary trading platform …).



Definitions

DLT: Distributed Ledger Technology (for a more comprehensive definition, please refer to
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_ledger).

DAO: Decentralised Autonomous Organisations (for a more comprehensive definition,
please refer to https://ethereum.org/en/dao/).

Investors: Investors are both individuals and organisations that want to invest on the
Platform by acquiring Asset Tokens.

Ventures: Ventures are on-chain entities that raise capital on the Platform by issuing Asset
or Utility Tokens to Investors.

Platform: Platform is the backbone of the Impahla ecosystem, as it is the place where
Investors can connect with Ventures. The platform will be community-owned and operated
under a suitable legal structure (Foundation).

Project: Projects are digital native “companies” that raise money in the exchange for a token
that gives certain rights, such as the right to use the product or governance rights.

NFT:

IMA Token:

Governance Tokens: Asset Tokens represent equity (shares) in Ventures.

Utility Tokens: Tokens primarily used to access a Venture's product or service. 

Mixed Tokens: Tokens that provide equity and access to a Venture's product or service.

Radix (XRD): Native token of the Radix DLT. It can be used to conduct transactions on the
platform.

Stable Coins: Decentralised or Centralised stablecoins

Non Fungible Token Offering (NFTO):

Crypto Native Enterprise (CNE):

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_ledger
https://ethereum.org/en/dao/


Introduction

 Since the emergence of the web economy, many distributed Internet tribes have seen the
light, created enormous economic value, mainly accruing to centralised behemoths in social
media, e-commerce, tech consumer space, and music, to name the major categories. Ever
since Satoshi Nakamoto rocked the world with the invention of Bitcoin and its breakthrough
technology, the blockchain (distributed ledger technology, or DLT as a shorthand), a flurry of
variations and innovations emerged on the back of the technological revolution.

One such innovation has taken the field of Organizational Economics by storm: the
establishment of new governance structures that are radically different from the traditional
forms we have seen in the sovereign, corporate and Big Tech world. These new governance
structures are revolutionising and democratising how communities interact with innovation
capital. For the first time in decades, there is an opportunity to rethink traditional
corporations and associations run by communities, their decision/reward mechanisms, and
their access to funding, thanks to blockchain and distributed ledger technology innovations.

A key element is missing in this picture: a decentralised platform bridging venture creation,
an open and fair fundraising marketplace between founders/creators and investors (retail
and or institutional) and active participation of the communities in the governance of the
fundraised ventures. That platform will aim at correcting the flaws of traditional corporate
forms of fundraising used until now:

- Provide unfettered open access to private venture/equity to everyone regardless of
investment size at a reasonable cost (by eliminating a large part of hefty transaction
costs incurred in traditional fundraising platforms thanks to the DLT).

- Eliminate geographical constraints (compliant with regulations and anti-money
laundering laws) and intermediaries from venture creation.

- Mitigate the principal-agent problem plaguing countless organisations by leveraging
the unprecedented level of transparency offered by blockchains/DLTs and introducing
asset tokens that will act as “tokenized equity” (holders of those tokens will be our
principals), and thus tokenize the Enterprise to maximise principals’ interests.

- Leverage blockchains/DLTs to reduce/eliminate intermediation and make running
organisations on it highly cost-effective.

- Provide secondary market liquidity for the issued tokens issued on the platform
(which will substantially decrease investors’ risk as it gives options to the holder to
sell exposures) unlike traditional alternative investments platforms where trading is
very thin and done peer-to-peer.

- Extend the features beyond what traditional fundraising platforms do by creating
interactive decentralised tools and services to give decision power to the various
communities we cater to.



For such an initiative to be successful, one needs to ensure a few critical conditions are met
with the highest standards:

- Decentralisation: Our intent is to transform all legal entities and projects applying to
Impahla into decentralized organizations (“tokenized companies”). So, the choice of
the DLT protocol to fulfil our decentralisation objective is critical. The chosen DLT
protocol should be able to:

o Run with consensus algorithms that incentivize a maximum number of
participants running nodes.

o Avoid super-computers or heavy/expensive hardware setups.
- Scalability: Scaling, both in terms of speed and costs optimisation, is essential to

provide a working solution for the various communities we cater to. An example of
an issue encountered with low scale networks is Colony (a platform to create and
operate Decentralised Autonomous Organizations aka DAOs). Colony DAO had
disabled colony creation due to “extraordinarily high Ethereum gas prices” which is a
direct consequence of low scale networks (low transactions throughput and high
fees). So key requirements for our choice of DLT:

o Minimize gas & transaction costs.
o Scale fast and allow for industry-grade transactions throughput.

- Security: Security is critical when one deals with financial transactions. DLT need
smart contract capabilities to operate between parties to transactions/processes.
This smart contract technology is usually the Achilles heel in terms of security.
“TheDAO” security hack in 2016 on the Ethereum network, which was due to
vulnerabilities in the smart contract that weren’t detected when the contract was
deployed. One needs security-driven smart contract technology to mitigate risks to
participants.

Satisfying those critical conditions laid out above is known as solving for the “trilemma
problem”, namely the capacity for the DLT/Blockchain network to ensure stringent security,
full decentralisation, and scalability. All launchpads that have been implemented on
blockchain/DLT platforms so far, can only tackle any two of the three criteria at the same
time (for instance the Bitcoin network only satisfies the decentralisation and security
criteria).

The only distributed ledger technology venture that has successfully solved the trilemma
problem is Radix, please refer to their extensive documentation on their website for detailed
information (https://www.radixdlt.com). In addition, Radix has created a groundbreaking
smart contract language that is asset oriented and security friendly, namely Scrypto. From
Radix’ website, Scrypto is “an asset-oriented language that allows Rust-style logic to interact
not only with data (as with typical programming, and most smart contracts) but with assets
as a native, first-class citizen”.

Impahla is a community-owned fundraising platform that is built on Radix DLT. We aim at
creating the next generation features-rich launchpad ecosystem that will enable our target
communities (founders, investors and users) to raise funds, tokenize companies, invest in
those companies, govern them, access a liquid secondary market to trade in and out of the
portfolio of tokens created in our launchpad with a rich set of functionalities and services to
support them in this new investment experience.

https://www.radixdlt.com


This paper first set the scene by providing a comprehensive executive summary. Then we
define our unique selling points (USPs) in the context of a value proposal analysis. In the
next section, we delve into the founder services. We then investigate the investor services.
The last section of this paper addresses the technology elements of the platform and the
governance/tokenomics mission statement.

● Executive Summary

Most social organizations in our society are organized in top-down command and control
structures, especially in the corporate world. These highly structured, centralized, and
bureaucratic organizations have given way to counterproductive monopolies accruing value
to small groups of people and powerful as well as unavoidable intermediaries. The firm is at
the core centre of these social organisations, and the access to start-ups and small or
medium-sized innovative businesses has historically mostly been restricted to institutional
investors. Recently, and following the investment mobile applications development that
allowed better access to options markets for retail investors by the likes of Robinhood, new
applications devoted to private equity and start-ups investment have flourished (Yieldstreet
and Moonfare to name a few). Concurrently, a flurry of crypto launchpads (which are the
equivalent of investment applications in the crypto space) is designed to facilitate crypto
project funding from the aficionados’ community.

Moonfare more than doubled assets under management in one year and blasted through its
€500 million milestone. Yieldstreet has received more than $2 billion in investment since its
inception. The market size opportunity, namely the value of the credit universe, is estimated
to be north of $100 trillion (to be compared against the value of every publicly traded stock
in America that is around $40 trillion).

The ownership economy (that is built and facilitated by the blockchain/DLT technologies) is
accelerating the need for community-driven innovative projects fundraising platforms. The
market capitalisation of the top 25 launchpad platforms (also known as crypto incubators) is
north of $3.2 billion, and the movement has barely started.

The possibilities offered for the next generation of community-owned fundraising ecosystem
incarnated by Impahla are limitless, given the current state of the private equity inspired
alternative investment applications and the crypto-limited focus of existing launchpad
platforms. The reservoir of ventures and enterprises in the making, looking for new ways to
fundraise, get feedback and engage with their shareholders and user communities is
massive.

● Value Proposal and Unique Selling Points

○ Innovative Governance System

○ Safe and Secure digital asset (token) launch



○ Regulated Asset Tokenisation with Equity Like Rights
(Future Vision)

○ Mobile Application

○ Liquidity & Secondary Trading

○ Incentive Structure

○ Decentralised Software-as-a-Service Suite of Tools

● Founders and Creators

Fundraising and NFT launch

One of the primary missions of Impahla is to facilitate the fundraising and asset
launching process for crypto native enterprises and NFT projects. Impahla will achieve
this by using the power of distributed ledger technology (DLT) and decentralization.

Traditional fundraising has suffered from high fees, geographical limitations, and
onerous paperwork. As a result, it takes founders' creative energy and costs them a lot
of time and effort. Although these problems have been softened to some extent thanks
to the development of digital crowdfunding platforms and decentralized tokenized
launchpads, the fundraising exercise for founders is still not ideal due to the opaque due
diligence process, lack of secondary market and liquidity, unfair price discovery models,
unsafe smart contracts, and lack of regulatory compliance. Impahla aims to eliminate all
hurdles of the fundraising process by leveraging the power of Radix DLT technology,
which will enable us to democratize the capital raise process and create synergy
between projects and communities in a legally secure environment. 

NFT product launching and minting also suffers from fragmented minting venues,
broken links, unsafe smart contracts, high fees, high entry barriers, chaotic
marketplaces and unfair sales process. Currently there is still no way to prove that
tokenized items have not been copyrighted from someone else’s work . The smart1

contracts are not audited and investors can not interact with creators in a safe and
secure environment.

Impahla will be the decentralized NFT Launchpad for the Radix ecosystem. It will
provide a secure outlet for creators for launching and selling their assets that may not
have much of a market elsewhere. It will be a platform for collectors to discover NFT
drops of their interest. Much more than just art can be traded on the Impahla platform.
Creators will be able to securely mint and launch real-life collectibles, videos, car titles,

1 https://medium.com/unpluggd-digital/how-to-develop-an-nft-project-1305f82f331



event tickets, and many other miscellaneous items. Launching and minting an NFT
product will become very easy and intuitive for creators on the Impahla platform.

In addition, Impahla will have a long-term mission of bridging DeFi to the real economy
by onboarding off chain enterprises to the crypto economy and help them to melt into
decentralized communities. Today, decentralized finance (DeFi) lacks the real economy2

to service and Impahla will play an important role in merging DeFi with conventional
finance. Our vision is not only being a prominent fundraising platform for on-chain3

companies but also a platform that would enable real economy enterprises to tokenize
their equity or issue utility token and benefit from innovative decentralized governance
tools. We will wait for the right time until regulations become clearer for the
tokenization of private equity to add fundraising services for real economy enterprises
on the Impahla platform.

The auction models that will be used by Impahla will assure that the founders achieve
fair valuation and targeted fundraising for their ventures and assets. Impahla will offer
multiple auction models such as dutch auction and second price auction. (Further
details are in the auction part).  

Impahla will help crypto native enterprises and nft creators on issuance of following
asset types;

Governance tokens: Crypto Native Enterprises (CNEs) will be able to issue their
governance tokens.

Utility tokens: CNEs can give away rights regarding their products e.g., tokens that
allow participating in an online game or the right to control decisions regarding a
project.

Hybrid tokens: These types are not only governance tokens but they are also coming
with a utility.

NFT: Any NFT product

Governance tools and Community Engagement

There is a consensus that problems of the traditional governance models are still
unresolved despite decades of governance experiments. DAOs, which are new4

enterprise models of the digital world, offer alternative governance models. Impahla will
offer a DLT based innovative governance platform for decentralised crypto enterprises.
We will leverage smart contracts powered by Radix DLT technology, which will help new
projects experiment with new governance tools and improve their governance model.
This will enable organisations to facilitate communication between all stakeholders for
effective governance.

Incubator and Accelerator

4 https://stanford-jblp.pubpub.org/pub/blockchain-corporate-governance/release/1

3 https://www.economist.com/leaders/2021/09/18/the-beguiling-promise-of-decentralised-finance

2https://medium.com/@trentmc0/tokenize-the-enterprise-23d51bafb536



With the evolution of DLT, innovations and ideas are emerging in the crypto space at a
pace we have never seen before. Innovators need an effective incubator ecosystem to
turn their ideas into a reality. Early-stage startups with Minimum Viable Products need a
platform that would help them expedite the growth of their business. Because of the
chaotic nature of the crypto space in the last ten years, the resources have not been
optimally channelled to the right and potential ideas and businesses. Impahla aims to
build a community-driven ecosystem with democratic due diligence and selection
process to optimise resource allocation to the most potential ideas and enterprises. It
will give the teams access to the ecosystem resources such as advisory, technical
capabilities, funding, and community building, which will help them grow faster.

● Investors

Investors (User) on our platform are interested in participating in initial offerings and buying
digital assets such as NFTs and project tokens. Our vision is to offer a streamlined user
experience to make the whole process, from registration to buying, holding and selling
digital assets as convenient and secure as possible.

Impahla products and services will be offered through a website and a mobile application so
investors can interact with our services in the way that feels most natural to them.

Interfaces

a) Mobile App
The focus will be on user-friendliness and security. It will allow investors to:

● Track the value of their investments 
● Gather information about upcoming and ongoing projects & NFTs
● Bid on ongoing project token / NFT sales
● Influence decisions of the projects the investor holds if the project / NFT

communities opted for that 
○ As explained in “Founder”, we aim to offer a unique governance tool that

allows the projects to give control rights to their asset token holders.
○ Decisions that need the approval of the project token holders must be

decided via “proposals”, which means that investors can vote on the decision
using the App. 

○ Project teams will carry out decisions that have cleared voting and met the
approval criteria. (Question: Are there any legal complications?)

○ Communicate with other stakeholders of the projects they invested in incl.
the project team (Forum function)

● Trade NFTs and project tokens on the secondary market 
● KYC
● Invest using fiat (later stages/future vision once regulations become clear).

Transferring money into crypto might seem time & risk intense to a majority of
investors. Therefore, we want to offer a “top-up” option that allows the investor to



conveniently deposit fiat, which will then exchange to a stable coin to enable them to
make investments.

b) Website

The website will offer full mobile app functionality plus additional features:
● Create NFTs and NFT collections incl. additional information about the NFT
● Apply for project listing (fundraising), edit project…

Building blocks

○ KYC
In some cases identification of the customer is crucial to guarantee security, avoid money
laundering, and comply with laws. Creators have the option to opt for “only kyc” when they
release a NFT or launch a project.  Our platform will integrate natively with KYC services in a
fast, secure & convenient way for the user.

The KYC process will support both individuals and incorporated legal entities, but the exact
details are unclear as the Radix network’s KYC implementation is a work in progress.

It is not set in stone yet, but Radix might offer on-chain KYC, restricting the trades of tokens
that need KYC on a technical level. Only users that have satisfied the KYC process will get
clearance to trade tokens.

○ Secondary Trading and Liquidity

The platform will also offer a secondary market facility that will allow investors to trade NFT
and project tokens. 

A Decentralised Exchange (DEX) will enable a secondary market that guarantees optimal
security, cost-efficient trading, and transparency.

For project tokens we plan to start with Auto Market Maker (AMM) - markets liquidity pools
for which liquidity will be provided by:
a) The project itself
b) token holders of the project 

In later stages, we plan to add order-book markets, which allow for more precise buy- and
sell-orders which solve the liquidity problems inherent to AMM markets (where large orders
execution is a problem). Another option for the long run would be Uniswap 3.0 style liquidity
pools.

Trading pairs will include: 
● Cross-chain cryptocurrency ←→ Stable coin
● Fiat ←→ Stable coin



● Stable coin ←→ project token
● Radix (XRD) ←→ project token
● NFT ←→ Radix & stable coin

Impahla or the partner offering this platform will take a fee for every trade. 

○ Fair Distribution (Projects)

Initial token offerings often disadvantage smaller investors. The problem’s origin is that bots
are front-running sales and whales manage to scoop up most of the tokens sold to resell
them later. In turn, that leads to a frustrating experience for smaller investors who cannot
buy a single token in some cases.

Our solution for this problem is “Guaranteed Allocation”, which guarantees the right to buy a
certain amount of tokens to each user participating in an project initial token offering. The
founder can set participation requirements that need to be satisfied to guarantee the
optimal mix of investors for that project. 

“Guaranteed Allocation” includes different auction stages. Auction models are still a work in
progress at this stage. For NFTs other problems exist such as people frontrunning others by
interacting with the smart contracts directly instead of using the website. Unaudited smart
contracts and scams, broken links are all problems Impahla aims to fix.

○ Due Diligence (Projects)

To guarantee the projects’ quality and avoid scams, only carefully selected projects can
fundraise on our platform. Therefore, a Due Diligence process is needed. The vision is of a
decentralised approach that we will implement as soon as feasible. However, in the
beginning, the Due Diligence process will be centralised and carried out by either the
founders or a third party.

i. Centralised Due Diligence

Projects that seek funding on Impahla must pass an application process:
● The company fills out the application form providing information about the company,

e.g., the business case, links to products and prototypes.
● The Due Diligence team will evaluate if the project fits the listed criteria and confirm

the correctness of the information provided.
● The Due Diligence team decides to either proceed with the project or reject it.

(Question: “confirms” seems to imply a lot of legal risks. Maybe we should use a different
wording here?).

ii. Decentralised Due Diligence

When Impahla is more mature, the Due Diligence process will be decentralised by giving the
power to the Impahla community to influence the decision-making process. This process is



yet to be designed but could include councils, direct voting on projects, rewards for users
doing due diligence and other procedures. 

○ Customer Support

From the beginning, high-quality customer support has been part of the Impahla identity.
(Tax support as a tool might be added later to help customers comply with their local tax
laws)

Tokenomics

Detailed information about the tokenomics and future fundraising plans can be found in our
Medium blog (https://medium.com/@impahla/impahla-tokenomics-95d879028bfe)


